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About This Content

Variety is the spice of life. And the OMSI 2 Add-On- Rheinhausen is certainly jam-packed with variety. As well as the
challenges of driving a bus in urban traffic, virtual bus drivers also have tempting opportunities to manoeuvre a large vehicle

safely through traffic on interurban routes.

Rheinhausen captivates visitors with its densely built-up urban area with fascinating architecture and with the rural charm of its
surroundings. Beyond the city limits, more passengers are waiting to be chauffeured to their destinations safely and on time.

Rheinhausen is not modelled on any real city, but it reflects a pattern of urban development with links to a rural hinterland
which is common in Germany.

The OMSI 2 Add-On- Rheinhausen offers 10 completely driveable bus lines serving the city and the surrounding countryside.
Two regional lines carry additional passengers into the inner city and back out to the edge of town.

Driving routes, junctions and stops are sometimes shared with the town’s light rail service; drivers must be especially careful
here.

Over 500 new 3D objects have been created for Rheinhausen. They include new residential dwelling houses, a theatre, the
town’s train station, supermarkets, and commercial premises as well as new bus stop shelters, signs, rubbish bins, post boxes,

parking machines and more. New, high-resolution textures have been used for streets and pavements.

Rural areas are also shown in rich detail!

Numerous 3D objects such as a football pitch, a playground and a footbridge for hikers inject even more lifelike realism into
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this little world.
More than 110 bus stops and 200 new junctions are located along approximately 50 kilometres of driving routes. The AI

vehicles travel on realistic city streets, country roads, dual carriageways and motorways.

The buses for both urban and interurban routes are supplied by a bus transport operator with a large and fully driveable central
depot.

The game includes a suitable interurban bus which was created in rich detail specifically for this add-on and given its own
special livery.

Time-controlled events such as bins that are put out for collection in the streets on certain days and roadworks that necessitate
diversions at times ensure the traffic flow is realistic. But random events such as illegal parking and weather (with dynamic

snow) also crop up and make the lives of bus drivers harder.
Professionally recorded bus stop announcements and original sounds for the supplied bus ensure a realistic audio backdrop.

The schedules have been drafted following real norms. The realistic frequency intervals between buses reflect bus scheduling in
many German cities.

This regular-interval scheduling ensures a steady flow of passengers.

As you drive from town out into the countryside with the OMSI 2 Add-On- Rheinhausen, you will enjoy varied driving
experiences in an environment created with meticulous care and shown in fine detail.

Detailed cityscape with numerous typical buildings

Rural areas created with meticulous care and appropriate objects

Over 500 new 3D objects, from modern traffic signs to residential and industrial buildings

About 50 kilometres of driving routes with over 110 bus stops

10 completely driveable bus lines with mostly discrete routes, including 3 night bus routes and 2 regional lines

A bus transport operator with a fully driveable depot

Additional new AI vehicles

Over 200 new junctions in diverse road environments

Time-controlled events (roadworks), random illegal parking and scheduled roads cleaning

Realistic scheduling using different intervals in town and in the countryside

New, realistic dynamic passenger information (DPI) displays with variable spacing

Authentic interurban bus with many functions and its own livery

Special bus stop announcements and original bus sounds
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Title: OMSI 2 Add-on Rheinhausen
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Halycon Media
Publisher:
Halycon Media
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: Dual-Core e.g. Core i5 with 2,8 GHz or simliar

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphic crad with min. 1.024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes:

English,German
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An excellent game!
RTS style Tower Defense on Mars. (MarZ)
Good voice acting.
Excellent animations.
Intuitive UI.

https://youtu.be/pETLC4qNYHE. I loved Puzzle Quest, Puzzle Kingdoms and Clash of Heroes, but Gyromancer is the first
game of this match-3/RPG hybrid genre that I just don't find fun at all. There's no equipment, no choices when levelling, you
only get one unit in a fight, you can only have 3 units in your "roster" at a time and have to take into a map and have to pay in-
game currency each time you want to replace one, the overland movement in a map is sloooow, as is the actual combat. Some
parts of a map don't open up until you defeat the boss - and then you're dumped straight to level selection so you have to start
the map over from the beginning if you want to explore it further. And the enemies in a fight don't even make moves the way
you do - instead they automatically gain action points (or whateve their called) and then place countdown tiles similar to the way
goons do it in Marvel Puzzle Quest.

And I had to use a third party utility to limit the framerate to 60, becuase the game insisted on putting my GPU at 96% load for
800-1500fps, and the ATI drivers were as useless at forcing vsync as they always are.

Really, the only reason you might want to play this game is the "rotation" mechanic for gem matching which I haven't seen in
any other Puzzle Quest style game. And I personally don't like it, but some might find it a refreshing change of pace.

The story seemed ok so far, but I honestly don't want to keep playing the game just to find out what happens.. I definitely
recommend the game for the price.

Puzzles are very easy. So maybe not for you if you're into hardcore jigsaws.
But anyone into hardcore 1000 piece nightmares probably already owns the obvious game that has stuff like that.

So yeah. Nicely presented. Everything works.
The actual pictures range from low quality to average. But at the price it's difficult to complain.
Very minimal and totally pointless sounds. But again, people probably play their own songs in the background whilst doing
puzzles?

Oh, and puzzle\/picture 8 looks a lot like Elizabeth from the Bioshock games. So a +1 for topless Elizabeth.
. This is a straight up run, jump, collect the stuff and get to the exit game with a boss at the end of each set of levels. There are
several goals for each level such as collect all the stars, kill all the enemies, finish before the clock runs out, etc. There is a single
checkpoint about half way through each level.

It is quite fun, and frustrating at times, in a good way. The controls are tight and I have no complaints about the game play.

Two minor points:

1) When you pick up a heart or a power up (or when the power up fades) the whole game freezes while it makes a sound. This is
apparently by design and not a glitch. It only last about a half of a second but it throws my timing off and I sometimes get hit
because of it.

2) Occasionally, and randomly, the whole game starts chugging and stuttering for a second or two. It doesn't seem to be related
to the number of enemeis on the screen. I don't know what language it's written in, but it is possibly just garbage collection. It
only happens once, or rarely twice per level and it doesn't usually cause too much of a problem, but is very noticable when it
happens.

I've been playing almost two hours and I'm not quite half way through it. It defintely gets tougher and takes longer as you go,
and I've made no special effort to complete any of the goals yet. I'm just getting to the exit asap on this run.
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This is a port of a mobile game, but it's virtually unnoticable. It plays as well as any other PC game of this type.

Edit: And then I get to the mine cart levels about 3.2 hours in to it and quit. I still had $3.39 worth of fun and still recommend it
if you don't mind long, trial and error, jumping from cart-to-cart sequences, but after about 25 tries I have moved on.

Edit 2: I got bored and powered through that terrible cart level. Then a few levels later, there was an even worse cart level (much
worse.) I nearly threw my gamepad several times, but I was commited at that point and finally made it and finished the game on
normal in 5.3 hours. Probably one full hour of that was the two cart levels.

I don't think the cart levels should be there at all since it's otherwise a straight platformer, but it's still a fun game overall.. Quick
and fun with explosions!. The battle mechanism is absolute sh*t and full of bugs.
But you learn how to manage, and it is not a game breaking thing.
With that being said - everything else is a pure joy.
Great, challenging, entertaining game!
Played it since 2006, and I keep coming back every year or so to play it again.
Unfortunately I haven't found anything in the city building genre that even remotly as fun.. I wouldn't recommend this game to
people who like to play rhythm games. Firstly the soundtrack that the game comes with is ok, it's not bad but it certainly isn't
that great either, but this will most likely depend on your music tastes. The tracks tend to be a mix of techno, electronic with
some rock/metal elements to them. It would seem that the ability to play your own music is a great asset of this game however
this particular feature falls very short. This is due to the fact that when selecting a song to add to the game you have to go
through a beat calulator process by which you manually tap spacebar to the rhythm of 3 different sections of the song. The beats
per minute are capped at a certain level so you can't just go crazy with the system. Equally probably the most annoying thing is
that you can add any track you like however if the track is longer than 6 minutes anything past the 6 minute mark will be cut off
entirely. These 2 flaws don't really make the add your own music feature appealing and the system for calculating beats doesn't
work all that well in fitting enemy timing with the song rhythm and comes of rather clunky.

If you are looking for a good rhythm game I would recommend avoiding this title particularly if you wish to play your own
music.
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help zun and tasofro have a beer. Funny game that parodies a variety of things, a bit short though; 2 RNG achievements are a
little bit of a pain (it's one or the other, and you'll likely need several playthroughs since you have to start over for the scenario to
come again). Definitely worth it if you hate level-grinding (which I do). Super easy repeatable quest that takes maybe 60
seconds max, and really does give loads of exp. Doing this quest around 7 or 8 times took my party from the mid-30's to the
mid-60's level. Don't forget to use pendulum of experience for an extra-extra exp boost.. This is one of my all time favorite
games. I beat the game not long ago, but holy crap the story is amazing. The main antagonist is yourself, or part of it, and they
have one of the most epic boss fights ever. The music I would argue is as good if not better than Undertale's soundtrack.
-A friendly F3 User. Just wow. This is an absolutely solid VR game: immersive, beautiful graphics, solid voice acting and plenty
of objects to grab and inspect (although the limits of interaction remain limited as you cannot actually "use" any of the objects
you grab or hold except for a very limited number of items). Absolutely loved it and the price is just right. Way to go dev and I
look forward to your next product! Absolutely recommend this.. A very nice Hidden Object game. Although the story plot is no
surprise it's nice to see that some extra depth has been given to the protagonist. Unlike previous Artifex Mundi games there is
now a simple dialog question / response system to give some extra flavor. However, it's optional and you shouldn't be afraid that
this has suddenly turned into an adventure game.
The mini puzzles are the standard fair from the Artifex Mundi game engine, but since their context makes sense I'm not
complaining. The cut scenes are OK, but don't expect any AAA quality.. I really want to like this game, but it's so poorly made.
The grapichs are authenticly retro and so is the music, but it's also too quiet.
The level design is awful. All the enemies are clumped together in one big open space, giving you very little vantage points to
take out enemies individually, and you'll run out of ammo quickly if you try to take them all on at once from a distance and
you'll quickly die if you try to take them on up close.
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